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ABSTRACT

Off the central California coast near Pt. Sal, a large amplitude internal bore was observed for 20 h over

10 km cross-shore, or 100 m to 10 m water depth (D), and 30 km alongcoast by remote sensing, 39

in situ moorings, ship surveys, and drifters. The bore is associated with steep isotherm displacements

representing a significant fraction of D. Observations were used to estimate bore arrival time tB , thick-

ness h, and bore and non-bore (ambient) temperature difference �T , leading to reduced gravity g0. Bore

speeds c, estimated from mapped tB , varied from 0.25 m s�1 to 0.1 m s�1 from D = 50 m to D = 10 m.

The h varied from 5 to 35 m, generally decreased with D, and varied regionally alongisobath. The bore

�T varied from 0.75 to 2.15 �C. Bore evolution was interpreted from the perspective of a two-layer

gravity current. Gravity current speeds U , estimated from the local bore h and g0 compared well to ob-

served bore speeds throughout its cross-shore propagation. Comparison to linear internal wave speeds

from different stratification estimates have larger errors. On average bore thickness h = D/2, with

regional variation, suggesting energy saturation. From 50–10 m depths, observed bore speeds compared

well to saturated gravity current speeds and energetics that depend only on water depth and shelf-wide

mean g0. This suggests that this internal bore is the internal wave analogue to a saturated surfzone sur-

face gravity bore. Alongcoast variations in pre-bore stratification explain variations in bore properties.

Near Pt. Sal, bore Doppler shifting by barotropic currents is observed.
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1. Introduction

Across the continental shelf, internal waves display a range of weakly-to-highly non-linear1

behavior as they shoal, break, and dissipate their energy (e.g., Vlasenko and Hutter 2002; Lamb2

2014). These internal wave processes are important to the advective transport and vertical mixing3

of tracers such as plankton, heat, and sediment (e.g., Pineda 1999; Scotti and Pineda 2007; Shroyer4

et al. 2010b; Boegman and Stastna 2019; Becherer et al. 2021a), emphasizing their importance to5

coastal ecosystems (e.g., Woodson 2018). In coastal observations (e.g., Shroyer et al. 2011; Walter6

et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2015; Colosi et al. 2018; McSweeney et al. 2020a,b) and numerical7

models (e.g., Grimshaw et al. 2004; Helfrich and Grimshaw 2008; Aghsaee et al. 2010) internal8

waves manifest as a variety of features including internal solitary waves (ISW) and large amplitude9

internal bores through the transformation of an offshore generated internal tide (e.g., Scotti et al.10

2008; Lamb 2014; Boegman and Stastna 2019). These features are collectively referred to as11

non-linear internal waves (NLIW).12

The distinction between these two NLIW forms is significant. Internal solitary waves (ISW)13

are often described by weakly nonlinear and dispersive dynamics of Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)14

theory (e.g., Helfrich and Melville 2006) that requires a small ratio of wave amplitude relative to15

water depth (⌧ 1) and similarly small ratio of water depth to wave horizontal scale (e.g., Helfrich16

and Melville 2006; Colosi et al. 2018). In an idealized two-layer fluid where the upper layer17

thickness is less (more) than half the water depth, this results in near surface (bottom) waves of18

depression (elevation). Although theoretical extensions (denoted eKdV) have been derived (e.g.,19

Grimshaw et al. 2004), observations show KdV theory can appropriately describe observed ISW20

propagation and evolution (e.g., Bourgault and Kelley 2003; Shroyer et al. 2009) with departures21

from weakly nonlinear theory emerging for large amplitude waves (e.g., Lamb and Yan 1996).22

The evolution of ISWs are modified by rotation depending on Rossby number, amplitude, and23

non-dimensional dispersion parameter (e.g., Helfrich and Grimshaw 2008). In contrast, internal24

bores on the shelf have large amplitude (isopycnal displacements a significant fraction of the water25

depth), strong horizontal density gradients, and widths an order of magnitude or more longer than26

bore amplitude in observations (e.g., Scotti et al. 2008; Walter et al. 2012; Colosi et al. 2018;27

Sinnett et al. 2018; McSweeney et al. 2020a) and in models (e.g., Stastna and Peltier 2005; White28

and Helfrich 2014), indicating nonlinear non-dispersive dynamics (Helfrich and Melville 2006).29

For dissipative model solutions, an open ocean (3000 m depth) ISW transforms upon shoaling30

onto a shelf (80 m depth) with a leading edge resembling a bottom cold bore (Lamb and Warn-31

Varnas 2015). Submesoscale horizontal density gradients can sharpen through frontogensis and32

release surface bores that propagate as strongly-nonlinear gravity currents in observations (Warner33

et al. 2018) and models (Pham and Sarkar 2018). The cross-shore evolution of an internal tidal34

bore may also be consistent with a gravity current.35

NLIW properties such as speed, amplitude, and water column stratification are important in36

determining regions of energy flux convergence or divergence (e.g., Shroyer et al. 2010b; Colosi37
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et al. 2018) and elevated locations of shelf dissipation and mixing (e.g., MacKinnon and Gregg38

2003; Becherer et al. 2021a). In coastal regions, NLIW properties of speed and direction have been39

extensively studied and depend on factors such as water depth, background stratification, current40

shear, and wave amplitude. Due to a clear surface signature, NLIWs can be measured from remote41

sensing with satellite, ship- or shore-based radar (e.g., Kropfli et al. 1999; Ramos et al. 2009;42

Celona et al. 2021), or video imagery (e.g., Pawlowicz 2003; Bourgault and Kelley 2003; Suanda43

et al. 2014). With a distinct arrival signal (rapid density change) in the water column interior,44

in-situ estimates can be derived using plane wave fits to mooring arrays (e.g., Thomas et al. 2016;45

Colosi et al. 2018; McSweeney et al. 2020a). Several studies combine simultaneous platforms to46

derive NLIW speed, direction and amplitude following their propagation (e.g., Liu et al. 2004;47

Moum et al. 2007; Shroyer et al. 2010a; McSweeney et al. 2020b; Haney et al. 2021). Observed48

NLIWs propagate predominantly in the cross-shore direction, and NLIW studies largely focus on49

their cross-shore transformation. However, along-shore inhomogeneities can also be significant.50

For example, wave-front curvature of NLIW events in Massachussettes Bay was inferred to be due51

to Doppler shifting from spatially non-uniform barotropic tidal currents (da Silva and Helfrich52

2008; Thomas et al. 2016), and the alongshore variation in internal bore-related kinetic energy53

was associated with a coastal headland (McSweeney et al. 2020b).54

The shoreward evolution of nonlinear internal waves was a scientific focus of the Fall (Sept-55

Oct) 2017 Inner-Shelf Dynamics Experiment (ISDE, see section 2), conducted off Pt. Sal, CA56

(Kumar et al. 2020). NLIW transformation across the shelf, alongshore variations in energy and57

phase, and effects on stratification have been investigated (Colosi et al. 2018; Feddersen et al.58

2020; Kumar et al. 2019; McSweeney et al. 2020a,b; Becherer et al. 2021a; Haney et al. 2021).59

These observational studies focus on both statistical analyses of events over an experiment (Colosi60

et al. 2018; McSweeney et al. 2020a,b; Feddersen et al. 2020; Becherer et al. 2020, 2021a), as well61

as in-depth analyses of individual bore evolution centered on the well-stratified, mid-September62

intensive observational period (IOP1) (McSweeney et al. 2020a,b; Haney et al. 2021). A few63

relevant results are summarized here as they pertain to quantities investigated in this manuscript:64

the ratio of NLIW amplitude to water depth (�), the speed of NLIW propagation (c), the difference65

in horizontal and/or vertical density associated with NLIWs (�⇢), and NLIW energetics.66

In a June–July 2015 pilot experiment to the 2017 ISDE, Colosi et al. (2018) hereafter C2018,67

classified ISW and internal bores. In 50-30 m depths, observed internal bores had widths > 1 km68

and amplitude to water depth ratios ranging from 0.2 < � < 0.5. McSweeney et al. (2020a),69

hereafter M2020a, tracked a single 2017 ISDE observed internal bore from 50 m to 25 m depth70

with 0.41 < � < 0.48 (Table 3, McSweeney et al. 2020a). In C2018, on average internal71

bores contained an order of magnitude more energy than ISWs, which had smaller amplitudes72

(0.06 < � < 0.25) and smaller (⇡ 100 m) widths. Thus, strongly nonlinear internal bores73

dominate the energetics of NLIWs in this location. In this region, McSweeney et al. (2020b),74

henceforth M2020b, observed coherent bores over 30 km in the alongshore with the alongshore75

bore coherence decreasing as bores propagated into shallow water.76
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Internal bore propagation speed c and its dependencies, such as background stratification,77

have also been investigated. In C2018, the observed internal bore propagation speed c varied from78

0.10 m s�1 to 0.35 m s�1 in 40 m depth. C2018 showed that a subtidally-averaged stratification-79

based linear mode-1 speed c0, with KdV-based amplitude adjustment (see Section 5a), better re-80

produced the observed c for slower internal bores than for internal bores with faster propagation81

speeds. Over approximately 3 months of observations and ⇡ 100 bores, linear wave speeds c082

based on time-averaged sorted stratification, compared reasonably well to observed c in 40–50 m83

depths, with the time-dependent c generally following low-frequency (subtidal) c0 as stratification84

varied (M2020a). These results suggest linear or weakly nonlinear wave propagation. In M2020a,85

c was generally slower than linear non-rotating phase speed offshore of 32 m depths, and did86

not decrease as rapidly in shallower water depth D as would be predicted by linear speeds de-87

rived from stratification. Despite the general consistency between bore and linear wave speeds in88

40–50 m depth, Eulerian ADCP velocities (ue) associated with the bore were similar to the bore89

speed c (McSweeney et al. 2020a,b; Haney et al. 2021) suggesting strong nonlinearity. Note that90

large ue/c ratios approaching 1, as with modeled trapped-core, strongly nonlinear solitary waves91

(Lamb and Wilkie 2004; Stastna and Peltier 2005), or shoaling and dissipating shelf bottom cold-92

bores (Lamb and Warn-Varnas 2015), are not consistent with weakly nonlinear theories (KdV and93

eKdV).94

The cross-shelf evolution of ISWs and internal bore energetics have been previously studied95

statistically in  100 m depth at Pt. Sal (C2018, M2020b, Becherer et al. 2021a,b), as well as96

other locations including the New Jersey shelf (Shroyer et al. 2010a) and the South China Sea97

(Duda and Rainville 2008; St. Laurent 2008). In these studies, the average energy, energy flux, and98

dissipation all decrease in shallower water. In analogy to the energetics and dissipation of surfzone99

surface gravity wave bores, Becherer et al. (2021b), hereafter B2021b, developed a framework100

to understand how NLIW energetics depend on water depth, stratification, and incident energy101

flux suggesting that the inner shelf is the internal-surfzone. B2021b showed that over the inner102

shelf, the average evolution of NLIW was in a state of energy saturation, defined as when NLIW103

amplitude (and depth-integrated available potential energy) is depth limited (constant � ⇡ 1/2).104

In this highly dissipative environment, it is unclear what relative role vertical and horizontal water105

column density variations should play on internal bores.106

Although the weakly nonlinear framework of KdV theory shows utility in describing bore107

evolution, an alternate perspective, particularly for large (� ⇡ 0.5) internal bores, is to interpret108

them as gravity currents as previously done for bores observed in 7-12 m depth (Pineda 1999;109

Sinnett et al. 2018). For example, larval transport by internal warm bores on the inner shelf has110

been modeled as a gravity current (Helfrich and Pineda 2003; Scotti and Pineda 2007). Gravity111

currents, the horizontal propagation of fluid of one density into a fluid with a different density,112

where horizontal length-scales are typically long relative to vertical length-scales, have been ex-113

tensively studied in the laboratory via lock release experiments (e.g., Benjamin 1968; Shin et al.114

2004; Sutherland et al. 2013) and applied to various environmental flows (e.g., Simpson 1997).115
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For two fluids with different densities of total depth D, the gravity current speed U , depends on a116

Froude number Fh and the buoyancy difference between the two fluids �⇢ as117

U = Fh(g
0
h)1/2 (1)118

where g
0 = g�⇢/⇢0 is the reduced gravity and h is the depth of the current or the upper-layer119

thickness. The Froude number Fh takes on different forms depending on the theoretical derivation120

(e.g., Ungarish 2008). For an upper-layer relative thickness of � = h/D, Shin et al. (2004) derived121

Fh = [1� �]1/2, (2)122

which explained laboratory lock-release gravity current speeds. Based on energy considerations,123

the maximum gravity current thickness is h = D/2 (or � = 1/2) corresponding to Fh = 2�1/2
124

(Shin et al. 2004). In contrast to weakly nonlinear wave theory where ue/c ⌧ 1, the Eulerian ve-125

locity behind the gravity current nose is the propagation speed, i.e., ue = U . Both gravity currents126

and large � solitary waves have been diagnosed with fully nonlinear, non-dispersive, and energy127

conserving wave equation (e.g., Lamb and Wan 1998), and gravity currents can be considered128

the long-wave limit of such dynamics with modified surface or bottom boundary condition (e.g.,129

White and Helfrich 2008). Although internal bores on the shelf are dissipative (C2018, B2021a)130

– as are laboratory gravity currents – energy conserving theory provides excellent frameworks for131

understanding two-layer gravity currents. As gravity current concepts are often used to represent132

surfzone surface gravity bores (e.g., Raubenheimber et al. 1996), to further the inner shelf analogy133

with the surfzone (B2021b), here we interpret the onshore transformation of a single internal bore134

as a gravity current.135

Gravity currents have been considered in various settings for which the complexities approach136

field conditions. For instance, the effects of gravity current propagation into a stratified fluid (e.g.,137

Ungarish 2006; White and Helfrich 2008), or two-layer surface gravity currents propagating up a138

sloping bottom (e.g., Sutherland et al. 2013) have been investigated. For gravity currents propagat-139

ing into a stratified ambient in the laboratory (Maxworthy et al. 2002), observed river plume (Nash140

et al. 2009), or modeled (White and Helfrich 2008) all indicate that as a gravity current front slows141

so that U < c0, internal waves can be radiated from the front potentially inducing energy loss to142

the gravity current. Consistent with these concepts, (Haney et al. 2021) observed an onshore prop-143

agating internal bore during the ISDE IOP1, that split into a forward propagating internal wave144

and slower warm surface bolus propagating as a gravity current that dissipated rapidly. Gravity145

currents under the effect of rotation, particularly flowing along boundaries, have been extensively146

investigated (e.g., Griffiths 1986; Lentz and Helfrich 2002). Numerically modeled lock-release147

gravity currents with rotation and periodic along-front boundary conditions show that gravity cur-148

rents eventually geostrophically adjust over many inertial periods (Salinas et al. 2019).149

In this manuscript, we study in detail the propagation of a single warm internal bore across the150

inner shelf near Pt. Sal, CA during the mid-October IOP2. This internal bore is tracked for ⇡ 20 h151

across 10 km of cross-shelf propagation and is observed over a 30 km extent in the alongshore.152
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A variety of in situ and remote sensing platforms are used to observe the bore and derive bore153

parameters such as speed, reduced gravity, and thickness as the bore evolves across the shelf. We154

add to previous detailed NLIW observations from the highly stratified mid-September IOP1 (e.g.,155

McSweeney et al. 2020b; Becherer et al. 2020; Celona et al. 2021; Haney et al. 2021) by consid-156

ering this bore during the mid-October second IOP2 with reduced stratification yet large offshore157

semidiurnal kinetic energy (e.g., McSweeney et al. 2020b). We apply two-layer gravity current158

ideas to this internal bore and explore 1) whether this particular bore propagates with speeds con-159

sistent with a two-layer gravity current formulation, 2) what gravity current ideas imply for the160

bores energetics, and 3) what a gravity current interpretation suggests for the bore’s dynamics.161

Instrumentation that observed the bore is introduced in Section 2. The methods to estimate bore162

arrival times from these instruments, bore properties such as speed, reduced gravity, and thickness163

are explained in Section 3. Bore arrival times, bore speed, reduced gravity, and bore thickness164

are presented in Section 4a, 4b, and 4c, respectively. The relationship between bore speeds and165

gravity current speeds is explored in Section 4d and bore energetics are presented in Section 4e.166

Results are contextualized in light of previous work associating internal bore speed to stratifica-167

tion metrics (Section 5a), limitations of the gravity current framework are discussed (Section 5b),168

regional variations in the results are explored (Section 5c, and the effect of barotropic velocities169

investigated (Section 5d). The work is summarized in Section 6.170

2. Data

The Inner-Shelf Dynamics Experiment (ISDE) was conducted in the coastal waters near Pt.171

Sal, CA during Sep. and Oct. of 2017 (Kumar et al. 2020). Moorings, ship, and drifter-based in172

situ sampling, as well as satellite, airborne, and shore- and ship-based remote sensing were used173

to investigate inner-shelf hydrodynamics in the vicinity of a coastal headland. We focus on an174

internal bore that was observed by many platforms on Oct 10, 2017. We use a subset of the total175

observations, including: temperature moorings (yellow and cyan dots in Fig. 1), temperature sec-176

tions from ship surveys (red lines/curves in Fig. 1b,c), GPS-tracked drifters (blue curves Fig. 1b,c),177

SAR (synthetic aperture radar) images (e.g., background image in Fig. 1a), and visible imagary178

(Fig. 1b and c). Unfortunately, due to the light winds on this day (peak winds were 6 m s�1 and179

mean winds were 3.1 m s�1 for 00:00-24:00 Oct 10, 2017 UTC), the internal bore was not well180

detected by ISDE shore based radars, precluding them from this analysis. These light winds co-181

incided with the beginning of a relaxation event where the low-frequency along coast winds that182

were from the north weakened, causing subtidal ocean currents to switch from southward to north-183

ward (e.g., Melton et al. 2009; Suanda et al. 2016; Feddersen et al. 2020; McSweeney et al. 2021).184

Throughout, local eastings x and northings y are the UTM projection with the origin placed at185

the tip of Pt. Sal: (34.90304N,120.67207W). Analysis will focus on three regions: Oceano, the186

region north of Pt. Sal and south of Pismo Beach (7.5 < y < 15 km); Pt. Sal (�2 < y < 7.5 km);187

and Vandenberg, the region offshore of Vandenberg AFB (�15 < y < �2 km, see right y-axis in188
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Fig. 1a).189FIG. 1

a. Moorings and Ship Surveys

An array of 90 thermistor moorings were deployed near Pt. Sal, CA (red, yellow, and cyan190

dots Fig. 1) from September 1, 2017 through October 19, 2017 in water depths from ⇡ 10 to191

100 m. Each temperature mooring consisted of multiple thermistors with 0.5–8 m vertical spacing192

(shallow moorings had higher vertical resolution) sampling at 0.5 or 1 Hz and a near bed (z = �d)193

pressure sensor. Here, z is the vertical coordinate with z = 0 the mean sea surface, d is the194

depth, and ⇣(t) is the time (t) dependent tidal sea surface elevation. The total water depth is then195

D = d + ⇣ . Temperatures are linearly interpolated between thermistors and linearly extrapolated196

to the surface (z = ⇣) and bottom (z = �d). This results in 1 m vertically gridded temperatures197

spanning the entire water depth D(x, y, t). Temperatures are low-pass filtered in time t (using a198

Gaussian filter with a 17.5 min e-folding time) and then sampled at 10 min intervals. This filtering199

removes very high frequency internal waves such as the ISW with 6-9 min duration observed by200

C2018. The filtered and gridded temperature at each mooring is denoted T (t, z). The isotherm201

vertical location associated with temperature T is denoted ⌘(t, T ). Here we focus on thermistor202

moorings within 15 km of Pt. Sal (|y|  15 km) and in water depths d > 10 m where the surface203

bore signatures are well detected. This leaves 59 moorings for analysis (yellow and cyan dots204

in Fig. 1). Temperature sections from ship surveys performed between 16:00-21:00 on Oct 10,205

2017 by 3 vessels (R.V. Sally Ann, R.V. Sounder, and R.V. Oceanus, red curves Fig. 1b,c) are206

also used in the analysis. Temperature sections were obtained from tow-yoing CTDs whose data207

were vertically gridded to 0.1-0.5 m resolution and temporally gridded to 0.75-2 min intervals208

(approximately the time between casts). The horizontal spatial resolution depends on the vessel.209

During ship surveys, vessel speeds were on average ⇡ 0.92 m s�1 yielding approximately 100 m210

spatial resolution (approximately the distance between CTD casts).211

b. SAR and Visible Images

The Oct 10 bore was identified in SAR and visible imagery. Two SAR images are used in212

the analysis: one obtained from satellite (TerraSAR-X at 18:15 UTC, Fig. 1a) and one obtained213

from an airplane mounted system (20:34 UTC) called the Compact Airborne System for Imaging214

the Environment (Farquharson et al. 2014; Shi et al. 2017, CASIE). In SAR images, the bore is215

readily identified in the backscatter intensity as regions of increased roughness (brighter intensity216

near pink arrows in Fig. 1a) due to a modulation of the surface roughness via hydrodynamic wave-217

current interaction (Alpers 1985). This bore front is qualitatively consistent with that observed218

by X-band radar on 17 Sept (M2020b). The satellite SAR image has an initial 3 m unfiltered219

resolution but was processed to a pixel size of 10 ⇥ 10 m with reduced speckle noise for the220

analyses performed in this work. The aircraft based SAR image measures backscatter intensity at221

1 m resolution with a dual-beam C-band ATI-SAR (along-track interferometric) radar.222
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Internal bores can be apparent in visible imagery for several reasons, including optical prop-223

erties differences (e.g., color and turbidity), the collection of bright foam at regions of converging224

surface currents, along with enhanced roughness and microbreaking as waves steepen in those225

zones. The surface front of the bore was identified in three visible images taken at 18:14 (Fig. 1b),226

18:38, and 23:30 UTC (Fig. 1c). The visible images at 18:14 and 18:38 UTC were taken from the227

CASIE system and have 5 m resolution. The visible image at 23:30 UTC was taken with a DSLR228

camera through the plane window and georectified in Google Earth Pro matching coastline fea-229

tures resulting in an image resolution of ⇡ 6.3 m. Bright foam at the bore front is clearly visible230

in this image (pink arrows, Fig. 1c).231

c. Drifters

There were 26 surface (top 1 m) following GPS-equipped CODE drifters (Davis 1985) de-232

ployed for ⇡ 6 h on Oct 10, 2017 (blue trajectories Fig. 1b,c) and are used to track the bore front233

location. Drifter positions are obtained from SPOT GPS receivers that sample every 2.5 min. Gaps234

are filled with interpolation and the raw positions are then filtered to 15 min resolution with an235

accuracy of ⇡ 4 m, see Spydell et al. (2021) for details.236

3. Methods
FIG. 2

a. Moored Temperature Bore Observations

The internal warm bore analyzed here propagated through the mooring array on Oct 10, 2017237

as is evident in the moored temperatures T (t, z) (Fig. 2a-e, note the changing times on the x-238

axis). The bore first arrived at the 100 m mooring (most offshore dot in Fig. 1a) at approximately239

8:50 UTC, arrived at the 50 m mooring off Pt. Sal (indicated by a square in Fig. 1a) just before240

14:00 UTC (Fig. 2a), and later arrived at shallower water moorings (Fig. 2b-e). The warm bore241

(T > 15 �C) is associated with rapidly descending isotherms (white and black contours). At the242

50 and 40 m moorings directly west of Pt. Sal, the bore dropped the surface isotherm (black243

contour) approximately 1/2 the water depth in ⇡ 30 min (Fig. 2a,b). Isotherm displacements for244

other bores in this area are also 1/2 the water depth (C2018, M2020a, Becherer et al. 2021a). At245

a 30 m Vandenberg mooring, the surface isotherm dropped rapidly, but not as deeply as off of246

Pt. Sal (Fig. 2a,b,c). At two moorings onshore of the 40 m mooring in the Pt. Sal region, the247

surface isotherms did not drop as rapidly, but the overall drop depth was also ⇡ 1/2 the water248

depth (Fig. 2d,e). At a few moorings (cyan dots Fig. 1), the bore was not obvious. For example,249

at an 18 m Oceano mooring, surface isotherms did not drop substantially and the bore was not250

detected (see Fig. 2f).251

b. Mooring and Ship Survey Bore Arrival Times
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An automated method was developed to find the bore arrival time tB from the filtered and252

gridded T (t, z) at each mooring (e.g. Fig. 2) that is similar to M2020a. The method searches for253

the bore arrival within a 10 h window centered on the estimated arrival time. North of Pt. Sal, the254

estimated arrival time assumes an initial bore speed guess of 0.17 ms�1 propagating 15� north of255

east (based on remote sensing of the bore, Fig. 1) passing the 40 m mooring near Pt. Sal (triangle256

Fig. 1a) at 16:05 UTC (Fig. 2b). South of Pt. Sal, the bore is assumed to propagate directly east257

as the satellite image indicates that the bore is more north-south oriented here. For this particular258

bore, a 10 h window ensures that bores before and after this bore are not incorrectly identified.259

Although bores in this region can separated by  10 h, the average time between bores is � 8 h260

in depths 50 m or less (M2020a), thus a 10 h window does not result in overlap with earlier or261

later bores. Within this 10 h window, the isotherms T that were at the surface anytime within this262

window are tracked. Specifically, isotherm depths ⌘(t, T ) are tracked for surface temperatures T263

that span min[T (t, ⇣(t))] to max[T (t, ⇣(t))] at 0.05 �C resolution over the 10 h window centered264

on the estimated arrival time. Isotherms descend rapidly upon bore arrival resulting in d⌘/dt < 0.265

Similar to M2020a, the surface isotherm T with the most negative d⌘/dt that is at the surface266

within 1.5 h of the time of the most negative d⌘/dt is defined as the bore isotherm with temperature267

TB and bore isotherm depth ⌘B (bold isotherm in Fig. 2). The time of fastest bore isotherm descent268

(minimum d⌘B/dt) is the bore arrival time tB (thin vertical black line Fig. 2). This steep isotherm269

descent finder is also analogous to the matched filter approach of C2018. These arrival times tB270

are very similar to the tB inferred using the method in M2020a. This isotherm separates warm271

bore water from cool prebore or ambient water and ranged from, (excluding the 100 m mooring)272

14.0 �C at 40 m depth in the Pt. Sal region to 15.3 �C at the shallowest moorings.273

Bore arrival times are also found from 16 ship based temperature cross-shore (x) transects (red274

tracks Fig. 1b,c). As the temperature increases rapidly offshore at the bore front, the bore arrival275

time tB from transects T (x, z) is the time the ship was at the location of the minimum dT/dx of276

the 8 m depth temperature. This method was used rather than tracking isotherm depths as only277

the bore arrival time is determined from ship transects whereas bore arrival time and other bore278

properties (Section 3e) are determined from moorings. The arrival location error is approximately279

the resolution, or 100 m in the x direction as ship transects were nearly shore normal.280

c. Bore Arrival Time from Images

The bore location from SAR and visible images is obtained by manually marking the location281

of the bore indicator described below. These locations are then tagged with the time that the image282

was taken to obtain position dependent arrival times. Although various algorithms can determine283

front locations from images (e.g., Simonin et al. 2009), as there are only 5 images here obtained284

from 4 different sources, the bore location was determined manually. For the satellite SAR, the285

bore indicator is the high streak of backscatter intensity (indicated by arrows in Fig. 1a). For the286

visible image in Fig. 1b, the bore separates a light intensity region (shoreward of the bore front)287
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from a dark region (seaward of the bore front). For the visible image in Fig. 1c, the bore location288

is indicated by the obvious white foam streak angled approximately 15� clockwise from north.289

For the satellite SAR image (Fig. 1a), the bore location is obtained every 100 m between290

34.74–34.05N along the high backscatter intensity ridge (for instance near 34.95N). For most of291

the domain (34.74–34.05N), the ridge of high backscatter intensity is clear, however, in some292

locations the ridge it is not as obvious. In locations where the ridge is sharp the bore location is293

accurate to the resolution (±10 m). In other locations, it is less accurate (±50 m) as the ridge294

is diffuse. As such, overall we estimate the bore location accuracy from the satellite SAR image295

to be approximately 50 m. For the CASIE SAR image, the bore location is found similarly, has296

similar accuracy (50 m) and is sampled every 50 m along the bore front. The bore location from297

the 3 visible images is found similarly, has similar (50 m) accuracy, and is sampled every 50 m298

along the bore front.299

d. Bore Arrival Time from Drifters

Drifters are used to mark the leading edge of the bore. All drifters initially move offshore300

before encountering the bore (Fig. 1b). The encounter is marked by large positive (onshore)301

drifter accelerations (drifter trajectory kinks in Fig. 1b). After encountering the bore, drifters302

propagate shoreward with drifters marking the bore location as drifters were observed to be in303

the narrow bore front region associated strong convergence that collects surface foam. For drifters304

that have encountered the bore, connecting drifter positions at a given time (e.g. connecting the x’s305

in Fig. 1c) approximates the continuous bore position. The bore position is obtained every 15 min306

between 17:15 and 21:30 UTC for drifters that have encountered the bore. Due to the initial cross-307

and alongshore distribution of drifters, the number of drifters that mark the bore location ranges308

from 2-26 depending on time.309

e. Bore Properties

Although stratification is continuous in the ISDE study (e.g., Fig. 2), we approximate the flow310

as a two-layer system so that classic two-layer gravity current scalings (1) can be applied which311

depend on the reduced gravity g
0, and the gravity current upper-layer, or bore, thickness h. These312

parameters are estimated at each mooring, except the 100 m depth mooring, using the the bore313

isotherm TB and the bore isotherm depth ⌘B associated with the mooring bore arrival time tB. We314

exclude the 100 m mooring as at this depth this event was not yet a fully developed bore, consistent315

with B2020b for which bores typically saturate in D  80 m in this region. Accurately estimating316

bore thickness h is difficult in a laboratory setting Shin et al. (2004) and is made challenging317

here by other geophysical processes (e.g., wind driven surface mixing, diurnal surface heating and318

cooling) also present. We estimate the bore thickness h from the deepest bore isotherm depth ⌘B319

within 1.5 h of bore arrival, or h = ⇣(t) � min[⌘B(t)] for tB  t  tB + 1.5 h. The estimated320

bore thickness h is indicated with white arrows in Fig. 2a-g. Limiting the window to 1.5 h of321
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bore arrival ensures that h is associated with the bore, because at some moorings ⌘B(t) slowly322

decreases in time, many hours after bore arrival (e.g., see Fig. 2b). Limiting to 1.5 h of bore323

arrival may lead to biased small bore thickness. For example min ⌘B(t) is after tB + 1.5 h in Fig.324

2b,d, and may introduce error into the estimate of h.325

The temperature difference �T between bore (upper layer) and non-bore (lower layer) water326

is found from T (t, z) using the bore isotherm TB. The temperature of non-bore (lower layer)327

water T2 is the depth-averaged T (t, z) below ⌘B to the bottom and averaged in time over a 3 h328

window centered on tB. Thus, T2 is the mean of all T (t, z) between the vertical dashed black lines329

and below the thick black curve in Fig. 2 as schematicized in Fig. 2g. The bore temperature T1330

is the depth-averaged T (t, z) above ⌘B to the surface (⇣) and averaged in time over a 3 h window331

centered on tB. Thus, T1 is the mean between the vertical dashed black lines and above the thick332

black curve in Fig. 2a-f, as schematicized in Fig. 2g. The temperature difference between bore333

and non-bore water is �T = T1 � T2.334

In the two-layer paradigm, the reduced gravity g
0 between bore and non-bore water is defined335

as336

g
0 = g↵�T/⇢0 (3)337

where the thermal expansion coefficient ↵ = 0.2115 kg m�3 �C�1 and ⇢0 = 1025 kg m�3. Salinity338

variations are not included as regional observed density variations are largely due to temperature339

(M2020a). The thermal expansion coefficient ↵ used here is based on 34.43 PSU, the mean salinity340

during the ISDE (M2020a), and 14.75 �C, the mean bore temperature TB.341

For the bore to be considered to have arrived at a mooring, the bore must be sufficiently strong.342

The bore is considered weak at a mooring if the temperature change is small (�T < 0.5 �C) or343

if the isotherm displacement is small (h < 5 m). Of the 58 moorings with in total water depths344

> 10 m and alongshore distance |y| < 15 km, 4 failed �T test, 16 failed the h test, and 2 failed345

both. Thus, at 18 moorings, the bore was not observed. For example, a bore identification failed346

in Fig. 2f as h < 5 m. These moorings are excluded from the analysis (cyan dots Fig. 1). In total,347

the bore was identified at 40 moorings (yellow dots Fig. 1) yielding tB, TB, �T , and h at these348

moorings.349

Errors in the estimated bore thickness �h and the temperature difference ��T are estimated350

assuming that the isotherm TB used to separate bore and non-bore water may not be chosen cor-351

rectly. For each mooring, a warmer and colder isotherm TB ± 0.1 �C is chosen resulting in a352

warmer and colder bore thickness (hw and hc) and temperature difference (�Tw and �Tc). We353

choose 0.1 �C as this is the std of TB at the 6 50 m moorings. The hw (hc) are smaller (larger)354

than the h from TB. The error in the bore thickness h is then estimated as �h = (hc � hw)/2355

(black arrows indicate ±2�h in Fig 2) and the temperature difference error ��T = |�Tc��Tw|/2356

is similarly estimated. The variation �h ad ��T depends on stratification details, for example, if357

isotherms are compressed near TB, then �h is small and the boundary between bore and ambi-358

ent is well defined. Conversely, if the isotherms are separated near TB, the larger �h reflects the359

uncertainty in choice of TB and h.360
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f. Mapping of Bore Arrival and Bore Velocity

Bore arrival times tB from all assets (moorings, ship transects, images, and drifters) are361

mapped (t̂B) to a 25 m uniform grid between �14  x  6 km and �15  y  15 km us-362

ing a smoothing spline (e.g., Reinsch 1967) method. This technique has been used in atmospheric363

(e.g., Wahba and Wendelberger 1980) and oceanographic (e.g., Trossman et al. 2011) applications.364

The smoothness of the resulting map can be controlled and the technique transitions between in-365

terpolation/extrapolation for low data density to regression for large data density. This is useful366

to this particular data set where the data density (tB from moorings) is low away from Pt. Sal but367

the data density (tB from images, drifters, and moorings) is high near Pt. Sal. The mapped arrival368

times t̂B(x, y) are found by minimizing the cost function  369

 =
1

N
ktB �Rt̂Bk2 + �

4
t̂
T
B⌦t̂B . (4)370

with respect to t̂B. There are N arrival times tB from all assets and the matrix R is the regres-371

sor matrix using bilinear interpolants. The second term on the RHS of (4) is the penalty term372

controlling the smoothness. The penalty is the mean squared second derivative over the mapped373

domain374

t̂
T
B⌦t̂B =

1

LxLy

Z Lx

0

Z Ly

0

✓
d
2
t̂B

dx2

◆2

+

✓
d
2
t̂B

dy2

◆2

dx dy. (5)375

with the matrix ⌦ based on finite difference estimated second derivatives and integrals estimated376

as a sum. Smoothness of t̂B is determined by the penalty length-scale �. We use � = 700 m377

corresponding to mapped arrival time 2nd derivatives (@ t̂B/@x2) of 2 ⇥ 10�6 h m�2 penalized378

equally to 1 h differences between measured and mapped arrival times. For a mean bore speed c̄ =379

0.15 m s�1, this is equivalent to penalizing gradients in c larger than approximately 8⇥ 10�5 s�1.380

For two moorings separated by 700 m and the same mean bore speed, this is the dc/dx error381

that arises from 30 min arrival time errors. Thus, penalization is consistent with the approximate382

accuracy of the arrival times tB (⇡ 30 min). The arrival time map t̂B (background colors of Fig. 3)383

is calculated using the arrival times from 40 moorings, 16 ship transects, 1 SAR satellite image,384

1 CASIE SAR image, 3 visible images, and 26 drifters. Note that in Fig. 3, mapped arrival times385

(background colors), instrument arrival times (colored symbols), and image arrival times (colored386

lines) are all colored independently so that differences between mapped t̂B and observed tB can be387

determined. Consistent with the estimated mooring arrival time errors and value of the smoothness388

parameter � congruent with these errors, the RMS difference between the arrival time map at the389

mooring locations and mooring arrival times is 30 min. Thus, except for 2 moorings < 1 km south390

of Pt. Sal, background colors (t̂B) and marker colors (tB, colored independently) are are nearly391

identical in Fig. 3 indicating that mapped and observed arrival times are very similar.392

Errors in the arrival time map �t̂B , due to errors from the instrument arrival times, are estimated393

by Monte Carlo simulation. A total of 400 different arrival time maps are constructed by adding394

errors to the instrument arrival times (for moorings) or adding error to the arrival time location395
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(images, ship transects, and drifters). The errors are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with396

standard deviations based on the errors of each instrument: 30 min for moorings, 100 m for ship397

transects, 50 m for images, and 25 m for drifters. The standard deviation of these 400 different398

arrival time maps is �t̂B(x, y). The error ranges from 1–30 min with small errors where there are399

many instruments (near Pt. Sal, e.g. Fig. 3b) and large errors at moorings on the perimeter of the400

domain.401

Bore speed and direction are estimated from the arrival time map t̂B(x, y) (as similarly done402

in Celona et al. 2021). The direction of bore propagation ✓ is up the gradient of t̂B(x, y),403

✓ = tan�1

✓
@ t̂B

@y

◆
/

✓
@ t̂B

@x

◆�
(6)404

and the bore speed c is the inverse of the arrival time gradient magnitude405

c(x, y) = krt̂Bk�1
. (7)406

Thus, the bore velocity vector is c(cos ✓i + sin ✓j). Derivatives of t̂B are estimated with finite407

differences on the 25 m grid. Error in the speed map �c is the standard deviation of the 400408

speed maps corresponding to the 400 Monte Carlo simulated arrival time maps. Speed map errors409

range from 0.001–0.028 ms�1 and are smallest where there are the most instruments (near Pt. Sal,410

Fig. 4b) and largest at the where there are few moorings on the perimeter of the domain. As these411

errors are small compared to the typical speed (approximately 0.15 m s�1), the bore speed map c412

is not very sensitive to instrument arrival times errors, especially in regions of high data density.413

4. Results
FIG. 3

a. Bore Arrival Time

Both mapped (t̂B) and observed (tB) bore arrival times (Fig. 3) indicate that the bore took414

approximately 20 h to cross ⇡ 15 km of the shelf (Fig. 3a). The bore arrived at the 100 m mooring415

at 8:50 UTC (blue colored circle at (x, y) ⇡ (�10.5, 3.5) km in Fig. 3a) and passed the NE416

most mooring (x, y) ⇡ (0, 11) km at 27:00 UTC, simultaneous with its passage at the mooring in417

SE of the Pt. Sal tip, (x, y) ⇡ (1,�2) km. The satellite SAR image (14:17 UTC, black outlined418

blue/green curve Fig. 3a) indicates that the bore was approximately at the 50 m bathymetry contour419

in the Vandenberg and Pt. Sal regions (y < 7.5 km), which is angled a few degrees CCW (counter-420

clockwise) from North. Arrival time at the regional 50 m moorings (colored circles Fig. 3a) was421

within 1 h of the satellite SAR image time. North of the northern end of the Pt. Sal region and422

throughout the Oceano region (y > 7.5 km), the satellite SAR image indicates that the bore was423

angled substantially offshore (⇡ 30� CCW from North), consistent with the Oceano 50 m mooring424

arrival times (colored circles Fig. 3a).425

In the Pt. Sal region, the bore passed a ship ((x, y) ⇡ (�3, 1) km blue triangle Fig. 3b) at426

approximately 16:00 UTC and then encountered the drifter array approximately 1 h later (most427
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offshore blue dashed curves Fig. 3b). In this highly sampled region, bore arrival times are con-428

sistent for overlapping observations from different instrumentation. For instance, drifters and429

CASIE-visible imagery (dashed and solid light blue curves at x ⇡ �2 km in Fig. 3b) show similar430

bore positions at 18:00 UTC. Drifters and CASIE SAR imagery (dashed and solid green curves at431

x ⇡ �1 km in Fig. 3b) show similar bore positions at 18:00 UTC. Imagery and drifters indicate432

that the bore inshore of x ⇡ �1.5 km displays a kink at y ⇡ 0 km with the normal to the bore, for433

y < 0 km, pointed toward the SE. Arrival times south of this kink, for instance at the moorings434

directly south of the Pt. Sal tip, occur after moorings North of Pt. Sal with similar x (moorings435

near ⇡ (�0.5, 5.5 km)).436

b. Bore Speed and Direction
FIG. 4

The bore speed c (7) and propagation direction ✓ (6) estimated from t̂B show significant vari-437

ability over the mapped domain (Fig. 4). Bore speeds range from ⇡ 0.28 m s�1 (at 100 m moor-438

ing) to < 0.1 m s�1 near the shoreline (Fig. 4a). Although c decreases shoreward, there is sig-439

nificant alongshore variation as seen in other bores studied in the more stratified mid-September440

IOP1 (M2020b; Celona et al. 2021). Offshore of 50 m depth, speeds are greater to the north441

(⇡ 0.28 m s�1) than to the south (⇡ 0.2 m s�1). In the Oceano region (y ⇡ 12 km), speeds slow442

to ⇡ 0.15 m s�1 shoreward of the 50 m depth, whereas at the northern end of the Pt. Sal region443

(y ⇡ 7 km) high speeds (⇡ 0.2 m s�1) extend shoreward of 25 m depths. In the Vandenberg444

region (y < �2 km), relatively high speeds (⇡ 0.2 m s�1) extend to the shoreline. In the Pt. Sal445

region (Fig. 4b), speeds decrease from ⇡ 0.2 m s�1 to < 0.1 m s�1 within approximately 3 km.446

In the Pt. Sal region, slow speeds (< 0.1 m s�1) are found just offshore of the shoreline extending447

SW off the tip of Pt. Sal. The region of slow speeds south of the Pt. Sal tip coincides with the448

kinks in the arrival time from drifters and images at y = 0 km (Fig. 3b). The bore propagation449

direction ✓ varies over the region from �25� to +30� (propagating to the ESE–ENE, respectively).450

Throughout most of the domain, except close to Pt. Sal, the bore generally propagates toward the451

ENE. South of y = 0 m the direction is almost due east with ✓ ⇡ +10�, while north of y = 0 the452

bore propagates significantly to the ENE, ✓ ⇡ +30� (Fig. 4a). In the Pt. Sal region, close to shore453

(within 2 km of the shoreline), the bore directions evolve to be more shore normal such that the454

bore propagates to the ESE and ✓ = �20� (Fig. 4b).455

c. Bore Statistics
FIG. 5

The bore thickness h (Section 3e) generally decreases shoreward (Fig. 5a1). Bore thickness456

h ranges from > 30 m (S of Pt. Sal on the 50 m isobath) to  10 m at the shallowest moorings457

closest to shore (Fig. 5a1). Near Pt. Sal (Fig. 5a2), h noticeably decreases with depth. For all458

(excluding the 100 m) moorings, h and D are linearly related with correlation r = 0.73. The459

direct dependence of h on D is better inferred by the relative bore thickness � = h/D that ranges460

from near 0 to 0.75 (Fig. 5b1). At 5 (of 6) 50 m moorings, the bore is relatively thick with461
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0.4  �  0.75 while at the 50 m Oceano mooring (x, y) ⇡ (�5, 10) km the bore is relatively462

thin � = 0.16. Generally, � shows no obvious depth D dependence further confirming h ⇠ D.463

However, the relative thickness � does have regional dependence. For instance, the majority of464

Pt. Sal region moorings have relatively large � (Fig. 5b2), whereas, � is relatively small in the465

Oceano region and is more variable in the Vandenberg region.466

The bore temperature difference �T (Section 3e) varies from 0.75–2.15�C over the region467

(Fig. 5c1). This corresponds to g
0 (3) varying from 0.0015–0.0044 m s�2. Like h, �T also de-468

creases with decreasing depth (Fig. 5c1), especially in the Pt. Sal region (Fig. 5c2). However,469

the relationship between D and �T is weaker than D and h as the correlation between D and470

�T is r = 0.38. The �T have a regional alongshelf gradient with the largest mooring-averaged471

�T = 1.49�C (corresponding to ḡ
0 = 0.0031 m s�2) in the Pt. Sal region. In the Oceano region,472

the average �T = 1.38 �C (ḡ0 = 0.0028 m s�2) is weaker than the Pt. Sal region, and slightly473

larger than the mean �T in the Vandenberg region = 1.28�C (ḡ0 = 0.0027 m s�2). Thus, �T474

generally decreases north and south away from Pt. Sal.475

d. Parameterizing Bore Speed with Two-layer Gravity Current Scaling
FIG. 6

Two-layer gravity current speeds U , based on Shin et al. (2004), are determined at each moor-476

ing from h, D, and �T using (1)–(3). Errors in the gravity current speed �U are estimated by477

assuming that h and �T are independent Gaussian random variables with standard deviations478

�h and ��T , respectively. The resulting standard deviation of U is the error �U . Both the esti-479

mated mooring bore speed c (speed at circles in Fig. 4) and U vary from ⇡ 0.08 � 0.25 m s�1
480

(Fig. 6a). The observed bore speed c is predicted by U (Fig. 6a) with small (relative to typi-481

cal c ⇠ 0.15 m s�1) mean bias c� U = 0.010 m s�1 where the overbar represents an average482

over all < 100 m moorings (Table 1). The scatter is quantified by the RMS error (RMSE),483

((c� U)2)1/2 = 0.038 m s�1, and the c–U correlation coefficient is r = 0.65. The scatter as484

measured by the RMSE is approximately 20% of the mean c (or the c range). The relationship be-485

tween c and U varies between regions and is best in the Pt. Sal region with RMSE = 0.032 m s�1
486

(green dots Fig. 6a). The Oceano region RMSE = 0.037 m s�1 (blue dots Fig. 6a) and in Van-487

denberg region the RMSE = 0.054 m s�1 is the largest (red dots Fig. 6a). The RMSE found488

here is significantly smaller than in C2018, particularly for larger c. Errors in the estimates of c489

and U (�c and �U ) are less than 0.025 m s�1 with a RMS of ⇡ 0.009 m s�1. Speed errors, both490

�c and �U are largest in the Vandenberg region, the region where the RMSE between c and U is491

largest. Although the c-U relationship has some scatter, their similarity indicates that the bore’s492

speed is largely consistent with a two-layer gravity current interpretation, particularly as c and U493

are calculated independently.494Table 1

FIG. 7 Both bore speeds c and parameterized gravity current speeds U similarly decrease with de-495

creasing total water depth D (Fig. 7a). At similar depths, bore speeds c are generally smaller in496

the Oceano region than Pt. Sal or Vandenberg (compare blue to green and red dots in Fig. 7a). For497
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all the moorings, the fractional bore depth � = h/D ranges from 0.15–0.75 and has no particular498

D dependence (Fig. 7b). Although �  1/2 for flat bottom gravity currents, � > 1/2 is possible499

for gravity currents propagating into shallower depth (Sutherland et al. 2013). The fractional bore500

depth � varies geographically with generally small � in Oceano region (�̄ = 0.28 averaged over501

6 regional moorings), larger � in the Pt. Sal region (�̄ = 0.49), and in the Vandenberg region � is502

similarly varied with regional �̄ = 0.45 (colored lines in Fig. 7b). Thus for this bore, the Pt. Sal503

and Vandenberg regions have on average � ⇡ 1/2. For a different bore during IOP1 in the Oceano504

region, M2020a also found � approximately 1/2 (0.41-0.48). Bores thickness that are half the505

water depth suggest a saturated inner shelf (B2021b).506

The Froude number Fh =
p
1� � (2) is critical to determining the gravity current speed (1).507

At all moorings, Fh ranges from 0.5–0.92 (open circles Fig. 7c), shows no dependence on total508

depth D overall, and has a mooring averaged F̄h = 0.73 (dashed black line Fig. 7c) corresponding509

to �̄ = 1 � F̄
2
h = 0.47 (black dashed line Fig. 7b). The Oceano region averaged F̄h = 0.85 is510

larger than in the other regions with averaged F̄h = 0.70 and F̄h = 0.73, respectively in the Pt. Sal511

and Vandenberg regions (colors in Fig. 7c).512

The gravity current speed dependence on total depth D is estimated using the mooring (except513

100 m) averaged reduced gravity ḡ
0 = 0.0030 m s�2 and F̄h = 0.73 (i.e., �̄ ⇡ 1/2) substituted into514

(1),515

ŪD = F̄h(1� F̄
2
h )

1/2
p

ḡ0D , (8)516

that only depends on D. The mean gravity current speed ŪD passes through the cluster of esti-517

mated bore speeds c (compare dashed black curve and colored dots Fig. 7a). The c–ŪD bias is518

0.00004 ms�1, RMSE is 0.033 ms�1, and the correlation is r = 0.75 (Table 1). Note that c and519

ŪD are independently estimated and that the small bias is not due to fitting. Furthermore, these520

error statistics are improved relative to using g
0 and � at each mooring. That the c variation is521

consistent with
p
D, using the mooring averaged g

0 and � ⇡ 1/2, further implies a “saturated”522

bore at most mooring locations (B2021b). Note, that although we are testing the scaling, a general523

functional best fit of c ⇠ D
� that goes through zero has best-fit � = 0.62, very close to the scaling524

value of 1/2. We therefore consider (8) to represent the saturated gravity current parameterization.525

526

e. Bore Peak Kinetic Energy and Kinetic Energy Flux
FIG. 8

Here, the peak kinetic energy and kinetic energy flux at the nose of this single bore event are527

estimated assuming the flow is a two-layer gravity current. We only consider the kinetic energy528

at the nose of the bore, as the potential energy of the bore depends on the background buoyancy529

(stratification) that is not well constrained. Furthermore, the potential energy of a gravity current530

depends on flow and stratification details away from the nose of the gravity current (e.g., Shin et al.531

2004). Thus, we neglect potential energy in this analysis. At each mooring, the peak bore kinetic532

energy just behind the gravity current nose can be expressed in terms of the observed propagation533
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speed c and the fractional bore depth �,534

KE =
1

2
⇢0c

2
D

✓
�

1� �

◆
, (9)535

as fluid velocity behind the gravity current nose is c and the lower layer velocity is ��c/(1 � �)536

by continuity. Recall that the observed c in this expression is estimated independently from � and537

is based on the speed map (Fig. 4). At each mooring, the peak bore kinetic energy flux at the nose538

is then539

FK = cKE =
1

2
⇢0c

3
D

✓
�

1� �

◆
. (10)540

Averaging over the moorings, the mean bore peak kinetic energy K̄E and mean bore peak energy541

flux F̄K can be written in terms of only the depth D assuming the bore propagation speed is given542

by the saturated gravity current scaling c = ŪD (8). Assuming saturation, using the mean reduced543

gravity ḡ
0 and the mean fractional depth �̄, the saturated bore peak kinetic energy at the nose is544

K̄E =
1

2
⇢0ḡ

0
�̄
2
D

2
. (11)545

and the saturated kinetic energy flux is546

F̄K =
1

2
⇢0ḡ

03/2
�̄
5/2(1� �̄)1/2D5/2

. (12)547

These equations represent the peak kinetic energy energetics of a single bore and have the same548

D dependence as the parameterizations in B2021b.549

The peak bore kinetic energy KE at each mooring decreases in shallower depths (colored dots550

Fig. 8a). The Oceano region has the smallest � and g
0 (Fig. 5) leading to the smallest KE relative551

to Pt. Sal and Vandenberg regions (colored dots in Fig. 7c). This is consistent with the regional552

alongshore variation in internal tide energetics in 9 m water depth over 1.5 months (Feddersen553

et al. 2020). The individual mooring peak KE generally follows the saturated bore peak kinetic554

energy scaling of K̄E ⇠ D
2 (11) using �̄ = 1/2 and ḡ

0 (compare dots with black line, Fig. 8a),555

although scatter around the scaling is present. Similarly, the individual moorings’ peak energy flux556

FK generally follow the saturated bore peak kinetic energy flux scaling F̄K ⇠ D
5/2 (compare dots557

with black line Fig. 8), although there is scatter around the scaling. As with the result that c can558

be largely represented by ŪD scaling as ⇠ D
1/2 (Section 4d), the energetics results reinforce559

the interpretation of this internal bore as a saturated gravity current propagating across the shelf,560

particularly in the Pt. Sal region.561

Internal bore energetics have been previously calculated in a variety of coastal settings (e.g.,562

Duda and Rainville 2008; St. Laurent 2008; Shroyer et al. 2010a). The peak bore energy calcu-563

lated here differs from the energy calculated in M2020a, M2020b, and B2021b from the same564

data set. In M2020a and M2020b, the depth-averaged kinetic energy time-series is calculated di-565

rectly from ISDE band-passed (3 min–16 h) ADCP velocities. In B2021b, kinetic energy is not566
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considered and the analysis uses the time-average available potential energy. Thus, differences in567

including potential energy and averaging, make direct comparison challenging. However, the bore568

peak KE ⇡ 1500 Jm�2 in 50 m water depth here are comparable (once depth-normalized) to the569

bore-associated maximum instantaneous values of the band-passed depth-averaged kinetic energy570

of 30 Jm�3 in 50 m (M2020b). The time-averaged depth-integrated kinetic energy in M2020b571

follows a ⇠ D
2 scaling, implying average isotherm variation a constant fraction of the water depth572

(i.e., constant �) and consistent with the saturated gravity current peak energetics (11). The cross-573

shelf decay of the bore energy flux off of Pt. Sal in summer 2015 (C2018) is also consistent with574

the ⇠ D
5/2 (12) scaling. The parameterized energy and energy flux scalings (11)-(12) have dif-575

ferent prefactors as B2021b due to differences in averaging and using available potential energy576

instead of kinetic energy. These expressions (11,12) are similar to the surfzone breaking wave577

generated turbulence literature (e.g., Feddersen and Trowbridge 2005; Feddersen 2012), with g
0

578

replaced by g. In both the surfzone and internal surfzone, the energy flux divergence dF̄K/dx579

represents a source of turbulence. Both observations of surfzone turbulent dissipation rate (Fed-580

dersen 2012) and the inner-shelf dissipation rate (B2021a) scale with saturated dF̄K/dx ⇠ D
3/2

581

scaling.582

5. Discussion

a. Comparison to Previous Internal Bore Speed Parameterizations

The bore analyzed here is similar in amplitude (Fig. 2) and has a spatially-variable speed within583

the speed range typical of the region (C2018,M2020a), suggesting this bore is representative of584

bores in the region. For example, in the Pt. Sal region in 30–50 m, C2018 bore speeds (Fig. 9,585

C2018) and bore speeds presented here, U ⇠ 0.2 m s�1 (Fig. 7), are similar. Moreover, in 40–50 m586

depth in the Oceano region, M2020a bore speeds (Fig. 13, M2020a) and bore speeds presented587

here, U ⇡ 0.15 m s�1, are similar. Previous analysis (C2018, M2020a, M2020b) of bores in this588

area compared observed bore speeds to internal wave speeds. In M2020a estimated bore speeds589

were compared to speeds obtained by solving the linear eigenproblem for the mode-1 (fastest)590

internal wave c0,591

c
2
0�zz = �N

2(z)� , (13)592

with d�/dz = 0 at the surface and bottom and N
2(z) is the squared buoyancy frequency based on593

a ”sorted” density profile over two M2 periods (M2020a) or a “pre-arrival” (0.5 h average prior594

to bore arrival, M2020a) density. In the Oceano region over 3 months in Fall 2017, the observed595

bore speeds generally compared well to both the pre-arrival and sorted density profiles linear wave596

speeds c0 which generally followed the low-frequency (subtidal) varying stratification (M2020a).597

Wave speeds estimated with (13) using subtidal stratification, and including rotation and a KdV598

adjustment, reasonably followed observed bore speeds near Pt. Sal during Summer 2015, but were599

unable to match the fastest bores (C2018).600
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Here, the speed of the strongly nonlinear (large �) bore front is consistent with a (implicitly601

nonlinear) gravity current. We investigate the applicability of linear speeds to this bore by calcu-602

lating c0 using (13). Here, the stratification is N2(z) = g↵⇢
�1
0 dT (z)/dz where ↵ is the thermal603

expansion coefficient and dT/dz represents a time-average. As c0 is sensitive to how the back-604

ground stratification is calculated (M2020a), two different time-averages are used to estimate N2.605

First, analogous to M2020a, a “prebore” stratification N
2 is estimated using a 4 h time average606

from 1–5 h before bore arrival (tB) resulting in a prebore linear wave speed c04. The 4 h average607

provides increases stability in stratification estimate and starting the average 1 h prior to tB en-608

sures that bore water does not contaminate the estimate. Thus, this prebore c04 differs from the609

M2020a prebore speed. Second, an 8 h time average centered on the tB is used for N2 resulting in610

the centered linear wave speed c08. Note that the c08 time-average also differs from the subtidally611

averaged or sorted-density based N
2 of C2018 and M2020a.612Table 2

The linear internal wave speeds (c04 and c08) do not parameterize the observed bore speed c as613

well as U (Fig 6b and Table 2). The low correlation (r = 0.35) between pre-bore c04 and c and614

the large positive bias of c� c04 = 0.043 m s�1 (Fig. 6b and Table 2) indicate that, in general,615

the pre-bore stratification (without near-surface warm water) is too weak as linear c ⇠ N . The616

pre-bore c04 are noticeably weaker than observed speeds c > 0.15 m s�1 in the Vandenberg and617

Pt. Sal regions (Fig. 6b). However, in the Oceano region, c04 is similar to c (blue dots Fig. 6b). The618

8 h centered stratification speed c08 better parameterizes c than c04 because including warm bore619

water in the averaging increases the stratification. However, the 8 h stratification is also too weak620

with bias c� c08 = 0.021 m s�1 (Table 2). Adjusting the c04 and c08 speeds assuming KdV weak621

nonlinearity, similar to C2018, resulted in less bias but higher RMSE due to the increased scatter622

(not shown). A linear c ⇠ D (not D1/2) relationship, with no constant offset to ensure c = 0 for623

D = 0, clearly would poorly describe the observed bore speed-depth relationship (Fig. 7a). All624

this suggests that interpreting this internal bore as a mode-1 internal wave riding on the pre-bore625

stratification, or the 8 h (±4 h) tB-centered stratification, is not be appropriate.626

The improved skill of the gravity current scaling U (1) relative to the internal wave speeds627

suggests that interpreting this bore as a large amplitude gravity current is more appropriate than628

interpreting it as a linear or weakly nonlinear internal wave via KdV or eKdV framework (e.g.,629

Gerkema and Zimmerman 2008). This bore has large non-dimensional bore amplitude (� ⇡ 1/2)630

that is too large for linear theory to apply. Similarly, a linear or weakly-nonlinear wave would631

have very small near-surface isotherm displacements, counter to the observations (Fig. 2). Based632

on the duration of bore passage at the moorings (Fig. 2), the bore is also many times (> 10⇥633

converting time widths with c to lengths in Fig. 2) wider than the depth, implying this (long-wave)634

bore is non-dispersive. A classic measure of wave nonlinearity is the maximum Eulerian fluid635

velocity to wave speed ratio ue/c. In a weakly nonlinear wave ue/c should be small (⇠ 0.1)636

whereas for a gravity current ue/c = 1. Here, drifters were trapped in the bore front and advected637

with the bore front for 2 km (Fig. 1b,c), indicating ue/c = 1. In many of the bores observed by638

C2018 and M2020a, the bore � is large approaching 1/2, near-surface isotherms are displaced a639
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large fraction of depth, and the observed ue/c is often near one. Large amplitude (relative to water640

depth) internal bores with strong nonlinearity and non-dispersive dynamics are inconsistent with641

weakly nonlinear and weakly dispersive KdV or eKdV theory. The weakness of KdV and eKdV642

theory when applied to internal bores has previously been discussed (e.g., Lamb and Yan 1996;643

Stastna and Peltier 2005), as large amplitudes are inconsistent with the linear eigenproblem (13)644

leading to the usage of an analogous nonlinear (DJL) eigenproblem (e.g., Lamb and Wan 1998).645

Indeed Stastna and Peltier (2005) argue that weakly nonlinear (KdV and eKdV) is best used as a646

qualitative tool for large amplitude internal disturbances.647

So why do the linear or KdV-based bore speed estimates using filtered or sorted-density648

(C2018a, M2020a) work as well as they do? A gravity current fundamentally depends on hor-649

izontal stratification of bore and pre-bore water, thus, g0 is based on a horizontal density differ-650

ence. A mode-1 internal wave fundamentally depends on vertical stratification or in a two layer651

system g
0 is based on the vertical difference. The improved skill of c08 relative to c04 is likely652

due to the the bore horizontal stratification (@⇢/@x) being aliased into larger vertical stratification653

(@⇢/@z) through the centered 8 h average, and similarly for subtidally filtered or sorted-density654

stratifications. This can be made explicit for constant horizontal density difference �⇢ aliased to655

vertical stratification. Then N
2 ⇠ �⇢/D and c = ND/⇡ such that c ⇠ (�⇢)1/2D1/2 as with the656

gravity current scaling. Thus, by aliasing the horizontal stratification to vertical stratification, via657

time-averaging or density-sorting, one can obtain reasonable bore speeds using linear or weakly658

nonlinear theory even though these dynamics may not be the most applicable to the internal bore.659

b. Interpretation as a two-layer gravity current

We have interpreted this internal bore in a two-layer gravity current framework context. Us-660

ing the methods for estimating bore arrival time tB, bore thickness h, and associated temperature661

difference �T , the estimated bore speed c (Fig. 4) is consistent with the two-layer gravity cur-662

rent speeds U (Fig. 6). Moreover, in the Pt. Sal region, the two-layer depth-normalized thickness663

(� ⇡ 1/2) and energetics are consistent with saturation (B2021b). Although internal warm bores664

have been considered previously as gravity currents (Pineda 1994, 1999; Helfrich and Pineda665

2003; Scotti and Pineda 2007), this work demonstrates that large-amplitude internal warm bores666

generated by the internal tide can be interpreted as a saturated gravity current over long propa-667

gation distances (⇡ 6 km in the cross-shore). This gravity current interpretation likely applies668

to other warm bores with large isotherm displacements (� ⇡ 1/2) and Eulerian currents similar669

to the propagation speed. However, this two-layer gravity current interpretation has limits. For670

instance, gravity currents in the laboratory result from idealized lock releases with a flat bottom671

whereas the bore here is likely the product of the shoaling internal tide. Also inconsistent with672

two-layer theory, both the core of the bore and the fluid outside the bore is stratified, not homo-673

geneous. Gravity currents of a homogeneous fluid propagating into a stratified ambient have been674

investigated in the laboratory (e.g., Maxworthy et al. 2002), and the speeds theoretically derived675
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for uniform ambient stratification using steady hydraulic theory (Ungarish 2006), and for arbitrary676

ambient stratification using nonlinear long-wave (DJL) theory (White and Helfrich 2008). How-677

ever, steady GC theory for a stratified gravity current core and a stratified ambient does not exist.678

Numerically simulated stratified internal bores, where the bore isotherm is in mid-water column,679

have speeds consistent with both the solutions of the fully nonlinear long-wave DJL equation680

(e.g., White and Helfrich 2014) and the speed of a homogeneous gravity current propagating into681

a stratified ambient (White and Helfrich 2008). The effect of the stratified ambient on gravity682

current speeds is explicitly accounted for by the parameter S = g
00
/g

0 where g
00 is the reduced683

gravity associated with the ambient and g
0 is the reduced gravity between the gravity current and684

the ambient (White and Helfrich 2008). Despite the stratified ambient in these studies, the func-685

tional form of the bore speed / h
1/2 is consistent with (1), suggesting that reducing this internal686

bore to two-layer gravity current is reasonable despite its stratified core and the stratified ambient.687

Here, the averaging used to calculate �T implicitly accounts for the effect of S on propagation688

speed.689

We have estimated the equivalent two-layer gravity current parameters (Shin et al. 2004), such690

as h and �T in a consistent manner, implicitly accounting for stratification, which gives gravity691

current speeds in good agreement with observed bore speeds. The uncertainty of the parameter692

estimation is relatively small and even for shifted bore isotherm (e.g., ⌘B, TB; Section 3a), the693

gravity current speed estimates reproduce the observed bore speed. The agreement between ob-694

served bore speeds and gravity current parameterization is remarkable as an idealized steady-state695

gravity current is infinitely long and has uniform thickness behind the nose, whereas the internal696

bore here has finite cross-shore extent and a bore thickness that can vary after the nose (Fig. 2).697

Variable bore thickness can result from undular bores (e.g., C2018), or propagation into a stratified698

ambient that can give rise to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (White and Helfrich 2014). Here, very699

high frequency internal waves riding on the bore (White and Helfrich 2008), would be smeared700

out by the 17.5 minute low pass filter. Nevertheless, for moorings where a bore was identified, the701

bore isotherm (TB) clearly is associated with very strong horizontal stratification at time tB and702

vertical stratification at the time when h is chosen (Fig. 2). This indicates that a high stratification703

boundary exists between the bore fluid and the ambient, consistent with modeled internal bores704

(White and Helfrich 2014).705

Gravity current speeds are often derived in an energy conserving context (e.g., Benjamin706

1968). However, large amplitude internal bores in the Pt. Sal region are highly dissipative (C2018)707

both in the bottom boundary layer (Becherer et al. 2020) and in the water column (Becherer et al.708

2021a), with cross-shore energy loss scales of 3–5 km (C2018). Bore energy dissipation also in-709

duces mixing which would reduce the bore �T . The large dissipation suggests that the internal710

bore would eventually reduce amplitude with �T becoming more linear and less dissipative (re-711

duced breaking) if the bathymetry were constant. However, from the 50 m contour onshore, where712

this internal bore has large isotherm displacements (Fig. 2a,b) and is mostly saturated (� = 1/2,713

Fig. 5 Becherer et al. 2021b), propagation into shoaling bathymetry counteracts the effects of dis-714
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sipation and the bore steepens between the 50 and 40 m isobath. Fully nonlinear high resolution715

simulations of a single shoaling ISW from 3000–80 m depth showed that the leading ISW on the716

shelf (80 m depth) was a large amplitude fully-nonlinear soliton that resembled a square wave717

(Lamb and Warn-Varnas 2015). In Lamb and Warn-Varnas (2015), adding near-bed viscosity and718

diffusivity in their simulations, at peak values of 10�3 m2 s�1, which are realistic on the shelf719

(Suanda et al. 2017), led to a more triangular shaped bottom cold bores, analogous to what we720

observe here.721

Note, the overall bathymetric slope varies regionally between Vandenberg, Pt. Sal, and Oceano722

(M2020b). The effect of gravity current shoaling on a slope is poorly understood and introduces723

a new non-dimensional parameter the bathymetric slope �. Sutherland et al. (2013) performed724

lock-release two-layer laboratory experiments with � = 1/2 and slopes one to two orders of725

magnitude larger than in the ISDE study region. The gravity current decelerated on the slope in726

a manner consistent with a cross-shore constant Froude number and local speed following (1).727

Although these lab slopes are far steeper than at the ISDE study region, our bore observations728

are qualitatively consistent with these sloping lab gravity current experiments (Sutherland et al.729

2013).730

Gravity currents are also modified by rotation (e.g., Griffiths 1986). In regions without bound-731

aries gravity currents on flat bottoms initially propagate at speed independent of Coriolis parame-732

ter and arrest due to geostrophic adjustment after many inertial periods (e.g., Salinas et al. 2019).733

Here, the time from bore formation, in 50–100 m depth (Becherer et al. 2021b), to arrival, in 10–734

15 m depth, is about a single inertial period suggesting that bore propagation speed is influenced735

by Coriolis effects. This result is consistent with numerical modeling with and without rotation736

of a single ISW from the deep ocean to the shelf in the South China Sea (e.g., Lamb and Warn-737

Varnas 2015). For weakly-nonlinear variable coefficient KdV type equations, the ISW breakup738

and subsequent packet evolution varies significantly with rotation, but the leading ISW speed and739

structure on the shelf were similar in runs with and without rotation (Grimshaw et al. 2014). Simi-740

larly, for fully nonlinear simulations, the leading ISW wave on the shelf propagated slightly slower741

with reduced amplitude due to the dispersive effects of rotation (Lamb and Warn-Varnas 2015).742

c. Internal bore contrast between Pt. Sal and Oceano regions

This internal bore was saturated (� ⇡ 1/2) in the Pt. Sal region. However, in the Oceano743

region, the bore � was often substantially < 1/2, particularly in depths D < 40 m (Fig. 7b).744

The bore �T was also somewhat weaker in Oceano than Pt. Sal region (Fig. 5c1). This resulted745

in slower Oceano bore speeds c than in the Pt. Sal region (Fig. 7a) for the same water depth D.746

The internal bore was not observed in D  20 m depth in the Oceano region and only at one747

of 4 moorings in D = 25 m depth (Fig. 1a), suggesting that this internal bore had dissipated.748

This is broadly consistent with the regional alongcoast variation in semidiurnal potential energy749

in D ⇡ 10 m depth (Feddersen et al. 2020) and 16 h high-passed kinetic energy (M2020b). In750
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the Oceano region, Haney et al. (2021) examined the cross-shore breakup of an internal bore into751

a surface bolus that propagates as a gravity current and dissipates in 40 m water depth. Here, we752

examine the differences in this internal bore behavior in the Oceano and Pt. Sal region.753

Laboratory gravity current studies into a uniformly stratified ambient show that as c/c0 . 1,754

internal waves were generated at the front resulting in slowing and thinning of the front (e.g.,755

Maxworthy et al. 2002). Numerical models of gravity currents propagating into a stratified ambi-756

ent also clearly show this behavior (White and Helfrich 2008). At the Columbia river front, which757

acts as a gravity current, upstream radiation of internal waves has been observed (e.g., Nash and758

Moum 2005; Nash et al. 2009), with generation attributed to the river front speed decreasing below759

the linear long-wave speed c0 from solving (13). The energy exchange from the gravity current760

to internal waves can be significant (Pan and Jay 2009). Using a 3-layer model and theory, White761

and Helfrich (2012) show that substantial energy exchange can occur in the transcritical regime as762

c/c0 ⇡ 1.763FIG. 9
The linear long wave speed c0 (13) of the ambient fluid is a key parameter that determines764

gravity current evolution and depends on stratification: for uniform stratification c0 = ND/⇡.765

During this October IOP time period, the overall stratification was weaker than the September766

IOP period, potentially leading to more likely supercritical (c > c0) bores in the October IOP.767

Over the ISDE experiment duration, the averaged stratification was much stronger in the Oceano768

region than Pt. Sal region in D  40 m depth (Feddersen et al. 2020; Becherer et al. 2021b),769

which would lead to larger Oceano c0. The pre-bore stratification based c04 did a poor job of770

parameterizing the bore speed c everywhere but in the Oceano region (Fig. 6). Here, we further771

examine the geographical distribution of the ratio of bore speed to linear long wave speed c/c04 to772

understand the bore differences between Oceano and Pt. Sal regions.773

Significant regional differences in c/c04 for this bore are evident (Fig. 9), consistent with774

Fig. 6b. In 30–50 m depth, the ratio c/c04 > 1.7 in the Pt. Sal region whereas c/c04 < 1.4 in775

the Oceano region. In D  30 m, the ratio c/c04 < 1 at all Oceano moorings where the bore776

was identified. In contrast, nearly all D  30 m Pt. Sal locations had c/c04 > 1. Three locations777

near the tip of Pt. Sal have c/c04 < 1 which we discuss in Section 5d. The weak c/c04 < 1 in the778

Oceano region suggests that this internal bore is subcritical and substantially losing energy in part779

to radiating internal waves. This would explain why the Oceano bore thickness becomes small and780

why the bore is not identified in shallower water (e.g., Fig. 3f). Thus, interpreting bores as gravity781

currents is more appropriate in regions where the bore is supercritical (c/c04 > 1) which are782

associated with the gravity current scaling (1) working well (Fig. 6a). These supercritical regions783

(i.e., Pt. Sal) typically have large isotherm displacements (i.e., � ⇡ 1/2) associated with bore784

saturation (B2021b). The Oceano region being generally subcritical is consistent with Oceano785

bore identification in 50 m depth (M2020b) and provides a reason why bores were more difficult786

to track onshore there (M2020a). This subcritical bore energy loss mechanism has also been used787

to explain the the upstream release of a gravity current from an internal bore during the September788

IOP (Haney et al. 2021). This suggests that regional variations in stratification, low at Pt. Sal and789
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elevated in the Oceano region (B2021b), can result in variable, over the region, bore evolution. A790

complete understanding of what causes these regional (over about 10 km) stratification differences791

is lacking, although bore regional spatial variation may play a role (M2020b).792

d. The Effect of Doppler Shift by Barotropic Velocities

Waves and gravity currents can have speeds Doppler shifted by depth-uniform mean currents.793

C2018 and M2020a corrected observed bore speeds for Doppler shift by removing the barotropic794

(depth-averaged) velocity in the propagation direction UB, thus, c ! c � UB. However, whether795

this improved the skill between observed bore speeds and linear wave speeds was not investigated.796

In our analysis, c is well parameterized by a gravity current scaling without removing UB. To797

investigate potential Doppler shift induced errors, UB was estimated for 22 moorings (in < 100 m798

water depths) with co-located ADCP by depth- and time-averaging velocities for t 2 t̂B ± 1 h.799

The root-mean square UB is 0.031 m s�1 with maximum |UB| = 0.076 m s�1. A Doppler shifted800

gravity current velocity UB + Fh

p
g0h was then estimated to compare with the observed c and801

gravity current scaling Fh

p
g0h using error statistics averaged over the 22 moorings with ADCPs802

(Table 3). As examining the effect of UB uses 22 locations instead of 39 locations, we examine803

first the non-Doppler shifted gravity current scaling Fh

p
g0h at these 22 locations (Table 3). The804

gravity current scaling predicts well the observed c at the 22 locations (Table 3) with smaller805

bias, smaller rms error, and moderately higher correlation than for the 39 locations in Table 2.806

Including the Doppler shift (i.e., UB), results in slightly smaller bias but otherwise similar error807

statistics as without Doppler shift at these 22 locations (2nd and 3rd columns Table 3). Thus,808

overall Doppler shifted bore velocities are not a significant source of error between c and the809

gravity current scaling.810 Table 3

FIG. 10Although barotropic velocities do not significantly affect the skill of the gravity current param-811

eterization, there is evidence of localized current induced effects within ⇡ 2 km S-SW of Pt. Sal.812

The visible-image identified surface front of the bore at 23:30 UTC (Fig. 1c) is shore parallel813

north of Pt. Sal for 0 < y < 3 km but bends (or kinks) seaward about 1 km farther offshore814

just south of Pt. Sal (y < 0 km). At 18:00 UTC, the mapped bore location was just inshore of815

the 30 m isobath, � 2 km from shore, and relatively straight (Fig. 10a). At this time, near-bore816

barotropic velocity magnitudes were generally small (< 0.05 m s�1, Fig. 10a) relative to the 0.15817

to 0.2 m s�1 bore speed (Fig. 4b) and mostly oriented parallel to the bore, thus not inducing a818

Doppler shift. Just S-SW of Pt. Sal, the barotropic velocities were also weak at this time. Four819

hours later at 22:00 UTC, the mapped bore is within 1 km of shore north of Pt. Sal (y > 0 m),820

is kinked offshore just south of Pt. Sal (�1 < y < 0 km), and then bends back to the SSE for821

y < �1 km (blue curve in Fig. 10). This mapped bore kink is consistent with the visual and822

SAR observed bore (green curves in Fig. 10). However, the mapping smooths t̂B in regions of823

strong gradients, such that the mapped bore at 22:00 UTC and the visual-bore at 23:30 UTC nearly824

overlap just southwest of Pt. Sal. Thus, the mapped bore speeds (Fig. 4b) are biased high in this825
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region within 1.5 km of Pt. Sal. The reduced bore speed in this region is likely due to relatively826

strong (Ub ⇡ 0.1 m s�1) tidally-variable, offshore directed barotropic velocities south of Pt. Sal827

(Fig. 10b), where the bore kink and offshore directed velocities coincide. The small c/c04 for 3828

moorings off the tip of Pt. Sal (Fig. 9) is due to small c induced by the barotropic velocity Doppler829

shift in this localized area. The barotropic currents potentially responsible for slowing the bore830

just southwest of Pt. Sal have significant diurnal and semidiurnal variability with zonal barotropic831

velocity uB that is approximately out of phase with the barotropic tide (Fig. 10c), consistent with832

tidal flow observations near Pt. Sal (Kovatch et al. 2021). Thus, although overall the effect of the833

barotropic velocity Doppler shift on bore propagation is minimal, in the region just south west of834

Pt. Sal, it could be significant indicating and the gravity current parameterization (1) will perform835

poorly in such regions. As subtidal and tidal depth-averaged flow past Pt. Sal is complex with836

significant vorticity generation, internal bores incident at different tidal phases may experience837

varying degrees of Doppler shift which could vary north to south of Pt. Sal. For example, X-band838

radar and in situ observations of an internal bore on 19 Sept 2017 reveal a slow bulge NW of839

Pt. Sal (M2020b), which may be influenced by the barotropic current. Moreover, the speed of840

other bores in the Vandenberg region, also derived from by X-band radar, show significant small841

spatial scale variability (O(1 km), Celona et al. 2021) that may be linked to barotropic current842

effects. The effect of these depth-averaged flows on internal bore propagation and dissipation is843

not well understood.844

6. Summary

As part of the 2017 Inner Shelf Dynamics Experiment conducted off the central coast of CA845

near Pt. Sal, a single large-amplitude internal bore was observed on Oct 10, 2017. The bore was846

tracked from 100 to 10 m depths (across 10 km in the cross-shore) and along 30 km of coastline847

and is studied from the perspective of an idealized two-layer gravity current. The bore was ob-848

served by a number of instruments including remotely sensed SAR and visible imagery obtained849

from an airplane system, satellite SAR imagery, 39 in situ moorings, ship surveys, and drifters.850

Methods were developed to estimate bore arrival time tB, bore thickness h, and temperature dif-851

ference �T between bore and pre-bore water, which determines the reduced gravity g
0. A high852

resolution arrival time map was derived from the instrument arrival times using a smoothing spline853

technique. Observed bore speeds c and directions ✓ were determined from the arrival time map.854

From h, g0 and the local depth D, the gravity current speeds U = (1 � h/D)1/2(g0h)1/2 were855

calculated.856

The speed of this bore varied in the alongshore and decreased as the bore approached shore857

with speeds approximately 0.25 m s�1 in 50 m depths and < 0.1 m s�1 in 10 m depth. The frac-858

tional bore depth h/D, ranged from 0.16 to 0.75 although there is regional alongshore variation.859

On average, bore thickness was 1/2 the water depth suggesting saturation. Estimated gravity cur-860

rent speeds reproduced the observed bore speeds with low bias and rms error. Observed speeds861
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compared slightly better to a saturated gravity current scaling ŪD = (1/2)(ḡ0D)1/2 that depends862

only on D and the mean reduced gravity ḡ
0 than to the gravity current scaling that depends on the863

local gravity current thickness h and local g0. Overall bore energetics have water depth depen-864

dence of a saturated gravity current scaling, which have the same depth dependence as surfzone865

energetics with the same formulations except for different prefactors and with g
0 for the internal866

bore instead of g for a surfzone bore. Thus, this bore is the internal wave analogue to a surfzone867

surface gravity bore. Observed speed of this bore compared better to gravity current speeds than868

linear internal wave speeds based on stratification. Accounting for Doppler shifting by barotropic869

velocities did not improve the relationship between c and U , however just SW of Pt. Sal the bore870

slows consistent with Doppler shifting. The Oceano region’s stronger pre-bore stratification result871

in subcritical bore propagation potentially explaining why the internal bore was less energetic and872

often couldn’t be identified at some of the Oceano region moorings. The internal wave energy873

flux at the greater Pt. Sal region is particularly energetic (Kumar et al. 2019) and internal bores are874

often observed to be saturated (B2021a,b). In summary, this work shows that a saturated gravity875

current interpretation applies to a large-amplitude internal warm bore generated by the internal876

tide over long propagation distances (⇡ 6 km in the cross-shore). This suggests that other warm877

bores with large isotherm displacements (� ⇡ 1/2), and Eulerian currents similar to the bore878

propagation speed, are also likely to be well interpreted as a gravity current. As such, interpreting879

other internal bores in this region (and other regions more generally) as a (strongly-nonlinear)880

gravity current should be investigated further to determine the degree to which a gravity current881

interpretation applies to internal bores more generally.882
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Tables

Ui = U = Fh
p
g0h ŪD = F̄h(1� F̄ 2

h )
1/2

p
ḡ0D

bias, c� Ui [ms�1] 0.010 0.000

RMSE, (c� Ui)2
1/2

[ms�1] 0.038 0.033
correlation, r 0.65 0.75

Table 1. Bore speed parameterizations error metrics: bias c� Ui, RMS error (c� Ui)2
1/2

, and correlation coefficient
r for the gravity current parameterization U (1) and the saturated parameterization ŪD (8). Statistics are averages
over all (except 100 m) moorings.

Ui = Fh
p
g0h c08 c04

bias, c� Ui [ms�1] 0.010 0.021 0.043

RMSE, (c� Ui)2
1/2

[ms�1] 0.038 0.048 0.063
correlation, r 0.65 0.50 0.35

Table 2. Bore speed parameterizations error metrics: bias c� Ui, RMS error (c� Ui)2
1/2

, and correlation coefficient
r for the gravity current parameterization (repeated from column 2 of Table 1 for reference) and the linear (c08 and
c04, from Eqn. 13) internal wave speeds. Statistics are over all (except 100 m) moorings.

Ui = Fh
p
g0h UB + Fh

p
g0h

bias, c� Ui [ms�1] 0.007 0.004

RMSE, (c� Ui)2
1/2

[ms�1] 0.032 0.030
correlation, r 0.75 0.69

Table 3. Bore speed parameterizations error metrics: bias c� Ui, RMS error (c� Ui)2
1/2

, and correlation coefficient
r for the 22 mooring locations with an ADCP. The second column is for the gravity current parameterization Fh

p
g0h

(1) with statistics calculated at 22 locations in contrast to Table 2 with 39 locations. The third column has gravity
current speed corrected for the barotropic velocity Doppler shift UB + Fh

p
g0h.
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Figures

FIG. 1. Overview of the ISDE data set at different scales: (a) Satellite SAR image at 10-Oct-2017 14:17 UTC,
contrast enhanced grayscale visible images taken at (b) 18:15 UTC and (c) 23:30 UTC. In each panel, bathymetry
(green curves) is contoured at (a) 20 m, (b) 10 m, and (c) 5 m intervals. In all panels, yellow dots indicate moorings
where the bore was identified, cyan dots indicate moorings where the bore was not identified, and red dots are
moorings that were too shallow to be considered (depths  10 m). Temperature at the moorings indicated with open
symbols (square, triangle, diamond, etc.) is discussed in the text. Pink arrows indicate the bore location in each
image. In (b,c) drifter tracks and ship transects are indicated by blue and red curves, respectively. In (b), the entire
drifter track is shown with x’s indicating the position just before recovery. In (c), drifter tracks for 20:00-21:00 UTC
(“x” at 21:00) are shown. In (a), 3 distinct regions are indicated by colors: Oceano (7.5 < y < 15 km, blue), Pt. Sal
(�2 < y < 7.5 km, green), and Vandenberg (�15 < y < �2 km, red). The origin of the local coordinate system
(x, y) is the tip of Pt. Sal (34.90304N,120.67207W). In (a), the outline rectangle indicates the axis limits of (b), and
similarly for (b) and (c).
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FIG. 2. (a-e) Low-passed (using a 17.5 min e-folding time Gaussian filter) temperature versus time and vertical z for
5 moorings for which the bore was identified and (f) one mooring where the bore was not identified. Temperature
is contoured at 0.1 �C. Symbols in (a-f) correspond to moorings indicated by the same symbols in Fig. 1. The
bore arrival time tB is indicated by the vertical black line and ±1.5 hr are indicated by dashed black vertical lines.
The thick black contour is the bore isotherm depth ⌘B corresponding to the bore temperature TB that separates bore
(warm) and non-bore (cold) water. Bore thickness h is indicated by the white arrows and thickness error ±2�h is
indicated by black arrows. Black dots indicate thermistor locations. Note time is shifted at each mooring so that
arrival time tB is in center of panel. Panel (g) is a schematic reproduction of (b) showing the bore parameters h, D,
T1, and T2.
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FIG. 3. The bore arrival times on the (a) large- and (b) small-scale as a function of x and y. Symbols and lines are
instrument arrival times tB : moorings (colored circles), ship transects (colored triangles), images (black outlined col-
ored solid curves). Background colors are the arrival time map t̂B and are colored independently from the instrument
arrival times. Black contours shown every 3 h. In (b), the drifter derived bore locations (17:30–21:00 every 30 min)
are indicated by colored dashed curves. Gray curves and transparency represent areas farther than 3300 m from the
nearest data point in the mapping. Bathymetry intervals (white contours) are 25 m in (a) and 10 m in (b). Colors
on the right axis indicate regions: Vandenberg (y < �2 km, red), Pt. Sal (�2 < y < 7.5 km, green), and Oceano
(y > 7.5 km, blue). The origin (0, 0) in both panels is the tip of Pt. Sal (34.90304N,120.67207W).
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FIG. 4. The bore speed c(x, y) (7) based on gradients of t̂B(x, y) on (a) the large- and (b) small-scales. Arrows
indicate bore direction ✓ and magnitude c. White dots indicate mooring locations and black dots in (a) indicate the
satellite SAR bore location. Regions farther than 3.3 km from a data point (gray curve) are transparent. Bathymetry
(white contours) are shown at (a) 25 m and (b) 10 m intervals. Colors on the right axis indicate regions: Vandenberg
(y < �2 km, red), Pt. Sal (�2 < y < 7.5 km, green), and Oceano (y > 7.5 km, blue). The origin (0, 0) in both
panels is the tip of Pt. Sal (34.90304N,120.67207W).
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FIG. 5. The (a1) bore thickness h, (b1) bore relative thickness � = h/D, and (c1) temperature difference �T at all
of the moorings where the bore was identified. (a2)-(c2) Blow ups of the Pt. Sal region indicated in (a1)-(c1) with
a black rectangle. Large and small markersize corresponds to � > 0.4 and � < 0.4, respectively. Bathymetry (gray
contours) are at 25 m intervals in (a1)-(c1) and 10 m intervals in (a2)-(c2). Colors on the left axis of (a1)-(c1) indicate
regions: Vandenberg (y < �2 km, red), Pt. Sal (�2 < y < 7.5 km, green); and Oceano (y > 7.5 km, blue). The
origin (0, 0) in all panels is the tip of Pt. Sal (34.90304N,120.67207W).
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FIG. 6. Bore speed c (7) at the moorings versus (a) the gravity current speed U (1) and versus (b) the pre-bore
stratification linear wave speed c04 (13). Colors refer to region: Vandenberg (y < �2 km, red), Pt. Sal (�2 < y <
7.5 km, green), and Oceano (y > 7.5 km, blue). Dashed black line is the 1-to-1 line. Errors in the observed bore
speed �c at each mooring range from 0.001–0.024 ms�1, with RMS 0.009 ms�1 over all moorings, and have RMS
values 0.017, 0.006, and 0.007 ms�1 for the Vandenberg, Pt. Sal, and Oceano region moorings, respectively. Gravity
current speed errors �U range from 0.000–0.023 ms�1, with RMS 0.008 ms�1 over all moorings, and have RMS
values 0.013, 0.006, and 0.010 ms�1 for the Vandenberg, Pt. Sal, and Oceano moorings, respectively. Errors in c04
are not estimated.
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FIG. 7. Left: (a) Estimated bore speed c (7) and gravity current speed U (1), (b) fractional bore thickness � = h/D,
and (c) Froude number Fh versus water depth D. In (a), colored dots are c, open circles are U (1), and dashed
black curve is the saturated gravity current scaling ŪD (8). In (b) and (c) horizontal colored lines are averages of the
corresponding colored dots. In (b) and (c), dashed black line is 1 � F̄ 2

h and F̄h, respectively. Regions indicated by
dot color: Vandenberg (y < �2 km, red), Pt. Sal (�2 < y < 7.5 km, green); and Oceano (y > 7.5 km, blue).
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FIG. 8. (a) Estimated bore kinetic energy KE (9) and (b) estimated kinetic energy flux FK (10) versus total depth D.
In (a,b), colored dots represent individual moorings and the black line is the parameterized saturated (�̄ = 1/2) (a)
K̄E and (b) F̄ . Regions are indicated by color: Vandenberg (y < �2 km, red), Pt. Sal (�2 < y < 7.5 km, green),
and Oceano (y > 7.5 km, blue).
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FIG. 9. The geographical distribution of the observed bore speed to the pre-bore linear wave speed c/c04 (colors).
Values < 1 (> 1) are small (large) circles. The Oceano, Pt. Sal, and Vandenberg regions are indicated, bathymetry is
contoured at 10 m intervals, and the origin (0, 0) is the tip of Pt. Sal (34.90304N,120.67207W).
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FIG. 10. (a) and (b) Barotropic (depth-averaged) velocity vectors at the ADCPs near the tip of Pt. Sal at 18:00 and
22:00 UTC, respectively. A reference vector showing a velocity of 0.1 ms�1 is shown in (a) and (b). The mapped
bore position at these times is indicated by the thick blue curve. i.e. t̂B = 18:00 and 22:00 UTC in (a), (b) respectively.
In (b), the bore postion from images at 20:30 and 23:30 UTC is indicated by thin green lines. Gray curves are the 10,
20, and 30 m isobaths. (c) The E-W component of the barotropic velocity uB (black, left axis) and tidal elevation ⇣
(red, right axis) versus time for the ADCP indicated by the magenta dot in (a) and (b). Times corresponding to the
bore positions in (a) and (b) are indicated in (c) as vertical blue lines and image times are indicated as vertical green
lines. In (a) and (b), the origin (0, 0) is the tip of Pt. Sal (34.90304N,120.67207W).


